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Dean thinks
Greek parties
will continue

Bedtime fOr Lola — Reba Rhodee tucks In daughter Lola after a
day of baking, siting, «nd houeehold choree. For a plcturaaqua look at the
lifestyle of Old Ordar Mannonltea, aoa pages 10 and 11. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

By LISA JENNINGS
Threatened enforcement of state Alcoholic
Beverage Control laws probably will not end Greek
parties here, said Dr. Lacy Daniel, dean of
students.
But JMU policy concerning alcohol sales at
Greek parties has not yet been made. A decision
will be made during JMU's winter break, when
Daniel meets with Greek officials.
Tom Weedon, director of information at the
state ABC office in Richmond, said ABC will
make a policy decision with JMU officials.
Greeks will be notified of any changes in JMU's
party policies at the beginning of next semester.
"We're going to have to make some course corrections," Daniel said. "I think we'll be able to accommodate to the needs of the Greeks."
An ABC official said last month that laws which
forbid selling tickets or accepting donations to
finance parties — a common Greek practice —
soon will be enforced strictly.
ABC inspector Buddy Decker said the laws have
not been enforced at JMU for four years. But a recent raid of a Washington and Lee fraternity party
has spurred the agency's interest in the law.
Daniel has met several times with Decker to try
to work out the conflict between school policy and
state laws.
Daniel said the ABC's "interpretation of what
we are doing on Greek Row in terms of the parties
is (that it is) a violation of the law."
Without funding by non-Greek guests through
ticket sales, Greek parties might not be
economically feasible.
In the past, banquet licensing has been used at
JMU. A banquet license lets a group sell beer by
the drink, eliminating the need to sell tickets
beforehand.
Decker has been unavailable for comment this
week. But he said previously that the ABC would
Sea ABC, page 2

Don't fret: VCU lottery not over yet
By CHRIS KOUBA
If you're not among the 3,100 students chosen to attend Saturday's basketball game with Virginia Commonwealth University, don't fret yet. A stand-by procedure has been devised in case some seats are not claimed.
The stand-by procedure was devised because more tnan
100 students did not pick up admission stickers for the
Dec. 1 game with the University of Virginia, Athletic
Director Dean EbJers said. Admissions stickers are not
transferable because students' Social Security numbers
are printed on them.
The student who devised the basketball seating lottery

called The Breeze Wednesday night to describe the standby procedure. He has requested anonymity because the
lottery has been subject to criticism.
Enters confirmed the following procedure:
Students who submitted lottery cards for the VCU
game should check computer printouts posted in the
Warren Campus Center and the athletic ticket office in
Godwin Hall. Those printouts were posted today.
First, students should check if their Social Security
number is among the 3,100 chosen for admission to the
game.
See LOTTERY, page 2
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Because of final exams
and winter break, The
Breeze will suspend publication until Jan. 17, 1983.
Deadline for that issue's
display advertising is 3 p.m.
Jan. 14.
Deadline for classified
advertising is noon Jan. 14.
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ABC

(Continued from page 1)

not
grant banquet licenses to Greeks on
a "weekly, or even a monthly"
basis.
Weedon said he is not familiar
with banquet licensing.
"We have guidelines we have to
work under. ... We try to work
with the school and the students,"
he said.
He said ABC always has enforced
laws prohibiting ticket sales at
private parties. He said those laws

affect everyone involved with
alcohol licenses, not only students.
"We are not involved in any
crackdown on (college) campuses.
We have a responsibility to carry out
the law," Weedon said.
About possibilities of changes in
ABC laws, Weedon said, "We are
reviewing our policies and procedures. ... I can't say yes there's
going to be a change, or no there
isn't. Things have to constantly be
improved upon."
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Lottery
(Continued from page 1)

If it is not, they should look below
the main list for the stand-by list.
Printed there will be 11 columns of
24 numbers each, a total of 264
numbers.
If a student's number is there, he
should note which column it is in.
Columns are numbered from one to
11. Those numbers appear at the top
of each column.
On the day of the game, the 3,100
winners of the lottery can pick up
stickers for their tickets from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at the Godwin Hall ticket
office. At 5 p.m., officials will count
the number of stickers not claimed.
Between 5 p.m and 5:30 p.m.,
radio station WJSY-FM (104.3) will
broadcast two announcements about
the lottery. The announcements will
name the' numbers of the columns —
from one to 11 — that are selected to
fill the remaining seats. If a student's
Social Security number is in one of
those columns, he may pick up an
admission sticker until 6:30 p.m. in
the Godwin Hall ticket office.
The stand-by lists will group

students according to how they
entered the lottery — in groups of
four, in pairs, and as individuals.
A brief description of the stand-by
procedure is posted with the lottery
results.
Officials plan to use the stand-by
procedure for the two other lottery
basketball games — Old Dominion
University on Jan. 15 and the College of William and Mary on Feb.
19.
The lottery process for the ODU
game begins Monday, when lottery
cards become available at the Godwin ticket office and the WCC information desk.
Those cards are due by 4 p.m.
Tuesday.
The stand-by procedure has been
under consideration since the computef lottery was devised. WJSY
agreed to participate in it Wednesday afternoon.
Dick Besnier, director of the Convocation Center and a partner in the
lottery planning, was not available
for comment Wednesday night.

correction

pay in which Roberts was interviewed.
e*The story on Doonesbury
creator Garry Trudeau in the Dec. 6
issue of The Breeze was incomplete
in regard to authorship. The writer
did not interview Trudeau, but compiled the story from press releases,
previous articles and interviews with
syndicate officials.
The omission of this explanation
was an editing error.

►Dr. William Roberts, geology
and geography department head,
was incorrectly named as a source in
a story in the Dec. 6 issue of The
Breeze. Actually, he had not been
contacted for the story on merit pay.
This was a reporter's error. While
writing the story, the reporter used
notes from a previous story on merit
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Receivers ■ Turntables - Tapedecks
Speakers - Accessories
Friday * Saturday - Monday
MUSIC -N

26 Pleasant Hill Rd.
434-4722

WASHINGTON, D.C'S NEWEST SALOON
OPEN FOR "CHRISTMAS BREAK"
4926 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
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Eller told
to perform
free work
ROANOKE (AP) —
Enten Eller, a Bridgewatcr
College student, has been
ordered to perform two
years of free public service
for his refusal to register for
the standby draft.
Eller said he doesn't
"mind working for the
country."
Eller, 21, was ordered
Wednesday by U.S. District
Court Judge James Turk to
perform the service without
pay at a Veterans Adsimilar^^cinwmio*^
Eller was the first person
convicted of failing to
register since mandatory
registration was revived two
years ago. He was convicted
Aug. 17 and ordered to
register in 90 days, but after
that he said he wouldn't sign
the Selective Service System
registration card.
Eller could have been incarcerated up to six years
and said he was glad the
judge "made this decision."
Eller said participation in
the military in any way is
morally wrong according to
his Church of the Brethren
beliefs.
"I think it's clear that if
people are sometimes very
honestly trying to pursue a
course, sometimes it's not
right
tern in
prison," Eller said after the
inute hearing.
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Arrested student says 'sorry'
By GREG HENDERSON
The student arrested in connection with the Friday
night wrecking of a room in Ashby Hall, said Wednesday, "I'm sorry for what 1 did," and reiterated that he is
willing to pay for all damages.
Steven W. Balenger, 20, a junior from Leesburg, Va.,
was charged with assault and battery of a police officer,
destruction of public property, and public drunkenness.
Balenger said he is scheduled to appear in court 1:30
p.m. Jan. 13. Arresting officer R.W. Dove confirmed the
date. The Breeze had reported Monday that the court
date was Jan. 7. Balenger said he has not hired a lawyer
but has been in contact with more than one.
Mark Duda, who lives in the room that was wrecked,
said damages to his and his roommate's belongings are
about $2,300.

SGA

Balenger said Wednesday he has not been contacted by
any university administrator concerning the incident.
Balenger said he contacted Dr. Al Menard, university
judicial coordinator, on Wednesday. He said he was to
have a meeting with him today.
Dove, who said he was the officer whom Balenger
allegedly assaulted, said he is uninjured.
If convicted, the charges of assault and battery of a
police officer, and destruction of public property, each
carry a maximum penalty of a year in jail and $1,000
fine, said Commonwealth Attorney David Walsh.
A public drunkenness conviction carries a maximum
$100 fine, he said.
Balenger, whose bond was set at $230 cash or $530 property after arrest, said he was released on his own
recognizance at 6 a.m. Saturday.

wraps up first semester

Bond: Strong senate
Delegate talks about
among biggest strides possible law changes
By TIM ARNOLD
A strong senate, the probable addition of a study day
without classes before final exams, and an effort to extend the operating hours of Madison Memorial Library
were the biggest strides the Student Government Association made this semester, SGA President Jenny Bond said.
The SGA Senate has been a productive and conscientious one this semester, according to Bond and Sajan
Thomas, SGA legislative vice president.
"This year's senate is. .. willing to work," Bond said.
Comparing this year's senate with the last two he has
been involved in, Thomas said, "I think this senate is
probably the most productive.
"The most important thing we've done is to work as a
group to take care of the students problems and meet
their needs whether they be trivial ... or dramatic,"
Thomas said. "No project was any more worthy than
another."
Both Bond and Thomas are optimistic the library
hours will be changed. "There are lots of problems when
it conies to expanding library hours, because there are so
many support systems, such as security and cleaning services. But these things will work out," Bond said.
Thomas said, "I have been very strongly in favor of
changing the hours. I think we will see an extension
soon."
The JMU Calendar Committee, with the persuading of
the SGA, passed a proposal to add one study day on a
weekday without classes before final exams.
The day probably will be part of the next year's university calendar.
• The SGA also played a role in representing student
opinion regarding this year's controversial lottery for
basketball games.
"It's (the lottery) working, how well it works for the
rest of the season I won't know until the end of the
season," Bond said.
"I think the lottery system was probably the best idea
for distributing the tickets, I can't imagine 4,000 students
waiting in line for tickets," Thomas said.
• The SGA sold more than $33,000 of books during
September's SGA booksale. Thomas called it the "best
first-semester booksale in the history of the school."
• Another change in this year's senate was the formation of the Legislative Action Committee.

By TIM ARNOLD
Pete Giesen, a Virginia delegate, spoke to an open
forum in the Warren Campus Center Tuesday about the
possibility of raising Virginia's legal drinking age to 21.
Giesen spoke to a forum organized by the Student
Government Association Legislative Action Committee.
The committee was created by the SGA this year to lobby
the state legislature on behalf of students. The forum was
attended by 22 people. Only one was not a member of the
SGA.
"There is a lot of sentiment building (in Virginia's
General Assembly) to raise it (the drinking age)," Giesen
said.
__
The main problem with the bill appears to be the enforcement if it is enacted. "But should we not pass a law
just because it's unenforcable?" Giesen asked. He cited
the frequency people surpass the speed limit, although he
said it is an appropriate law.
Giesen, however, is against such a proposal. "We can
achieve our goals by other means," he said. A vote in
committee on a bill in committee might come as early as
January, Giesen said.
"We pour millions of dollars into substance abuse programs every year, it is a major problem in the commonwealth as well as the country," Giesen said.
"I have trouble not attaching myself emotionally to
this issue because I have a son with a DUI (driving under
the influence)," Giesen said.
• Giesen also spoke about capital outlay expenses
which the state provides for its institutions of higher learning.
"Capital outlay this session will be difficult to come
by," Giesen said. "My anticipation is that it will be bleak
and that most state agencies will have to tighten thenbelts even more."
• Leslie Davis, chairwoman of the committee, said,
"The Legislative Action Committee was formed because
we thought it was time to look outside of the school."
The turnout for the forum was less than expected,
Davis said. "I was pleased with the discussion and the
productivity of the discussion, however, I was disappointed in the turnout of students."
The committee hopes to begin lobbying in Richmond
as early as next year, Davis said.

There is a lot of sentiment to raise (the drinking
age).' — Delegate Pete Giesen
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Dancewear & Theatre Supplies by La Mendola
Stage Make-up by Mehron

]

Makes a great Christmas gift

in a variety of colors & bases
Cream blend stick make-up in 6 complexions

$11.00 each

LlERLEME
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LEAVE THE COOKING
TO US...
TRY OUR DAILY LUNCHEON
AND DINNER SPECIALS
Homemade Soups
Many Salad Varieties

10 SANDWICH SELECTIONS
LIKE
Hamburger $1.46
Cheeseburger $1.60
Bacon Cheeseburger $1.95
Fish Sandwich $2.25
Hot Turkey Sandwich
with mashed potatoes $2.90
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
with mashed potatoes $3.25

FULL MENU SELECTIONS
Roast Beef over Dressing
Honey Dipped Fried Chicken
Ham Steak
Chopped Sirloin Steak
or T-Bone
Beef Liver with Onions
Veal Steak
Pork Chops

Seafood
Flounder, Haddock,
Shrimp or Scallops

MANY SALAD VARIETIES
BREAKFAST SPECIALS
UNDER $2.00

HOMEMADE BREAD,
PIES, AND CAKE
Breakfast served
8 a.m.-11 a.m.
Open until 9 p.m.
Friday • Saturday
Closed Sunday
ORDER NOW HOMEMADE
PIES & CAKES
FOR THE HOLIDAYS

PARAMOUNT TORES PRESENTS A HOWARD W KOCH PRODUCTION AIRPLANE II: THE SEQUEL ROBERT HAYS
JULIE HAGERTY LLOYD BRIDGES CHAD EVERETT WILLIAM SHATNER ■ DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY JOE BJROC AJ3.C
PRODUCED BY HOWARD W KOCH WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY KEN FINKLEMAN A PARAMOUNT FEIURE JNfe.
.rfVI*'

PG rmm. GUDMKZ JUKBTHK3>-
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Opens December lOth at a theatre near you.
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policefile
Teacher assaulted;
W.Va. man charged
By SANDY STONE
A non-student was charged with assault and battery Saturday about 3:45 p.m., campus police said.
Dana Nelson, 37, of Franklin, W.Va., was arrested on South Main Street near the Sigma Pi
fraternity house. Nelson recently had been staying
at the Star Gables Motel, which is on Route 6
about three miles north of Harrisonburg.'
Police described two incidents related to the arrest:
A female student was jogging along South Main
Street Saturday and was harassed by a man. She
reported it to campus police.
Later that day, a female administrator was jogging along South Main with a female faculty
member.
A man approached the women and grabbed the
faculty member, police said. "The act was not
sexual-related. He just made contact with her," a
police spokesman said.
The women went to JM's Pub and Deli. The
man followed them there. "The women got
assistance from the employees, and the guy fled,"
the spokesman said.
The women called campus police and reported
the incident. "We were already looking for the
guy," the spokesman said.
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A student was charged with maliciously activating a fire alarm, police said.
Troy Stratton was arrested Nov. 29 in connection with a Nov. 6 false fire alarm in Shorts Hall,
police said.
According to Virginia law, the act of maliciously
setting off a fire alarm is a class one misdemeanor.
The maximum penalty is a one-year jail sentence
and/or $1,000 fine.
A preliminary court hearing is scheduled for
9:30 a.m. Dec. 10.

Drunkenness charged
Two non-students were arrested on campus Sunday and charged with public drunkenness.
• Michael Chandler, 28, of Harrisonburg, was

..

t

Student Injured In ear eraeh
A student wee Injured when two care collided on
Madison Drive in front of Qlfford Hall Tuesday about 8
a.m., police said.
John Graves, a passenger In a car driven by Meiinda
Homan of Elkton, said his head was cut and he complained of dizziness and sleepiness following the accident.
Student Mary Brubaker was driving east on Madison
Drive, and attempting to make a left turn Into the parking
lot behind Harrison Hall, police said.
Brubaker was "blinded by the morning sun," and did
not see an oncoming car driven by Homan, police said.
The two care collided almost head-on, police said.
Police said Brubaker's 1971 Datsun sustained about
$800 damage, end Homan's 1978 Ford Pinto sustained
about $1,200 damage.
Police said there were no charges as a result of the accident.
Indecent exposure
An indecent exposure occurred about 8:15 p.m. Dec. 2,
police said.
L
The Incident occurred In the women's locker room In
Godwin Hall. The victims were the women's swim team
from Clarion State College In western Pennsylvania.
They were here for a swim meet.
The man waa described as white, six feet, medium to
heavy build, and wearing jeans and a navy blue jacket.
The man was wearing a ski mask, police said.

I'm Sid E. Slicker, and I am
pleased to offer for sale a limited
edition of BROOKLYN BRIDGE
CERTIFICATES OF
OWNERSHIP!
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arrested on Bluestone Drive east of Godwin Hall
about 1:35 a.m., police said.
• A juvenile was arrested for public drunkenness
about 1:35 a.m. between Hillcrest and Gibbons
Dining Hall, police said.
Police do not release the names of juveniles.
He was taken to Rockingham County Jail, and
his parents were notified to pick him up, police
said.,

Student charged with
activating fire alarm

Each 11" x 15" two color certificate
grants the right in nuinbus to one
uncommon share of the Brooklyn
Bridge with all the rights and
privileges thai entails.
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A campus police officer found Nelson walking
on Main Street north of Grace Street, and arrested
him on a charge of assault and battery. He was not
charged with the first incident.
Nelson also was served a trespass notice, prohibiting him from being on the JMU campus,
police said.
A preliminary court hearing is scheduled for 1:30
p.m. Dec. 16.

Whether you are a college student
or a corporate executive you
cannot find a better investment
for your humor portfolio than one
of these signed, numbered, and
registered certificates.

YES. Sid! I want 10 buy the Brooklyn
Bndael Sr nd m» __rmilica««<ii. I
hsve rnrloard IS 00 for each miilimr
I pod llorildlilnll
Mk-h. midrnii *dd applicable sales lu.
fa/li/mliun fimrantrri
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Mr"

Send coupon or facsimile 10

BROOKLYN BRIDGE
Commodities Exchange
P.O. Box 1882
Dearborn. MI 48.21

MADISON
"HOLIDAY BASH"
AT

WINSTONS
in georgetown
Washington. D.C.
333-3150

TUESDAY
DECEMBER 21st

MUSIC BY NARDSREDUCED BAR
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newsfile
Board passes
honor changes
Students found guilty of Honor
Code violations now can request that
they receive immediate suspension.
The Honor Advisory Board passed a proposal Wednesday that a student who goes before the Honor
Council "substantially early in a
semester," and is found guilty, can
ask the Honor Council to consider
"immediate suspension before the
hearing body (Honor Council)
decides the penalty."
In the past, the penalty of suspension has been for the following
semester, said Tim Reynolds, Honor
Council president.
Reynolds did not define the meaning of "substantially early."
Another proposal changed the
number of students on the appeals
committee of the Honor Council.
The committee now will consist of
five members: the chairperson, who
will be appointed by the vice president of academic affairs; three
students, and one faculty member.
All members except the chairperson
will be appointed by the vice president of the Honor Council.
The chairperson will be an
academic dean, and will work on a
rotational basis.
The third proposal changed the title of Honor Council coordinator to
Honor Council prosecutor.
The prosecutors are Reilly and
Dana Stansell.

Commuters given
anti-crime tips
Commuter students can decrease
the chances of having their houses
broken into during winter break by
following suggestions of local police.

RESTAURANT

jKowarJJohnson *s

Both the Harrisonburg Police
Department and the Rockingham
County Sheriff's Office will patrol
homes upon request of the resident.
Students living in Rockingham
County can have their houses
patrolled by calling the sheriffs office and giving the dates that the
house will be vacated. Upon returning to the house after break, the student should call the office to report
on the status of the house.
Students living in Harrisonburg
can complete a Request For Security
Check form at the city police department.
Both the county and city office
said the best way to prevent a breakin whilelhe' house is empty is to give
the house a "lived-in look."
Students should have newspaper
and mail deliveries to the house stopped to avoid a build-up of papers or
mail, which would signal that the
house is empty.
"A timer which would turn a light
or stereo on at certain times is a good
idea," said M.L. Stroble of Harrisonburg poke.
Both departments said the number
of break-ins increase slightly during
winter break.
. .
— John Castaldi

wouIJfijke io wish you all a
JlCerry Ghn's/mas
anJqoocfluci on your exams

^*$c

Library exam hours
Library hours dufing days before
and during exam week have been
changed. The new hours will be as
follows:
Friday, Dec. 10 — 7:50 a.m. to
midnight
Saturday, Dec. 11—9 a.m. to
midnight
Sunday, Dec. 12 — noon to 2 a.m.
Monday, Dec. 13 — 7:50 a.m. to 2
a.m.
0
Tuesday, Dec. 14 — 7:50 a.m. to 2
a.m.
x
Wednesday, Dec. 15 — 7:50 a.m.
to 2 a.m.
Thursday, Dec. 16 — 7:50 a.m. to
2 a.m.
Friday, Dec. 17 — 7:50 a.m. to 5
p.m.

\M

Sa/urcfay
S~

boianole^
Dec. 18
2100MStreet,N.W.D.C. HappyHour 8-10p.m.

Get a Boot out of Christmas
From

For him:
Raichle Flexons
$235 value
for

$159

For her:

Raichle Starlett
$150 value
for
VALLEY MALL
u..

$109
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Cf TUXEDO CORNER "- "°

We have a wide selection of holiday wear for
that special party. Come in and see us now.
We also have tux rental for the men.
Open Mon.Jues.Wed. & Sat. 10-5
Thurs. & Fri. 10-9
Visa & Master Charge

AUNT EMMA'S
PANCAKES
1560 South Main Street

.

All The Pancakes You Can Eat
Friday & Saturday Night
$1.99
6:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m.
ANOTHER SPECIAL
2 Pancakes, 1 Egg (any way), and 2 Strips Of Bacon

$1.25

Teacher evaluations
play important role
By CARRIE LEONARD
Teacher evaluations by students
play an important role in determining raises, promotions and tenure of
JMU instructors.
But an instructor here never has
been fired or denied a raise, promotion or tenure on the basis of student
evaluations alone, said Dr. Thomas
Stanton, vice president for academic
affairs.
The evaluations are studied with
■ evaluations by department heads,
deans and other faculty members.
The scholarly output of a professor
also is considered.
"A professor's professional life is
so complex that no single part of the
mechanism is sufficient in itself to
totally reverse other parts of the
mechanism," Stanton said.
Evaluations by students "cannot
generally be said to have greater or
lesser importance" than the other
criteria used, Stanton said.
"But always in analysis, you have
to explain the extremes. If student
evaluations are extreme, you have to
give them greater consideration."
Dr. Julius Roberson, dean of the
School of Education, agrees.
When looking at the evaluation
results, "we look for extremes."

Relax At
THE SHACK
Over The
Holidays

WORK

YOUR WAY

THROUGH EUROPE
TUB SUMMER
College Days at The Old Country®
Working in Europe via The Old Country® Busch
Gardens®is a rewarding experience.
The Old Country—America's only European
Entertainment Park—needs ride operators, food
service workers, cashiers, musicians, performers,
and people-oriented people of all ages.
You'll work in beautiful surroundings with an
international flavor, meet interesting people, share
some smiles and some memories and earn a fair
wage while you're at it.
A special day has been set aside to accept applications from your school. A valid
college I.D. must be presented.
Dec. 20 and 21,1982
9am.-4p.m.
The Old Country, Busch Gardens
Personnel Office
Route60, East of Williamsburg
An Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H

The evaluations are given one or
two weeks before final exams.
They are used to "evaluate the
level of the professor's performance,
the receptivity of the students to the
professor's teaching, and the quality
of the conditions under which learning took place," Stanton said.
Student evaluations must be given
by all new and part-time instructors
in their first year of teaching. Professors seeking a promotion or
tenure must also conduct the evaluations. Other instructors consult with
their department head to select
classes which will evaluate them.
Student evaluation forms are different for every department. They
are made up by a departmental committee, then approved by the department head, the dean, and Stanton.
Most of the forms are computerized, making it easier to compile the
results. Analysis of the results "is
almost always done by the department head, and, sometimes, the
dean," Stanton said.
Teachers can look their evaluations after they have turned in
students' final grades.
Many of the questionnaires include a written section, in which
students can comment about an instructor and the course.

Happy Hours:
Monday -Thursday 10 - 11p.m.
Saturday 8:30 - 10:30p.m.
Sunday 6- 9p.m.
Christmas Party December 23rd
v.

The Shack
218 17th St.
Virginia Beach, Virginia
MOOtGAADCMS
WftUAMSMJft&VkY

«

New Owners: Gary Chiicoat A Harry Jackson
Bring this ad and get $1.00 off beverage

SOUND CITY
$5.99 Album Special

STOP IN FOOD STORES

Oak Ridge Boys - Christmas

1050 S. Main Street

Olivia Newton-John - Greatest Hits
Tom Petty -Long After Dark

BEER SPECIALS
Busch
12 oz. cans...-........ ..$1.99
Red, White & Blue
12oz.cans.
$1.79
Weidemann
12oz.cans
... .$1.69
GROCERIES
LG Potato Chips

7oz

99$

Mac's Roasted Peanuts
{in shell) 12 oz. bag

$1.19

434-7444

And check our everyday low prices on other
albums and complete stereo systems
103 S. Main St.

433-3533

Juniors, Seniors, &
Graduate Students
Zales is offering you
a chance to open a Special Student
Charge Account. At Zales Jewelers,
you can establish your credit and
take care of your gift giving needs
all in one easy step. Come into the
Valley Mall store to a£ply.
Student ■ $400 Limit
Employed Student - $800 Limit
Floating Hearts (14 k.)
Free to the first 100
Qualified Applicants
(Please bring your
student registration)

ZALES
The Diamond Store
is all you need to know
for Christmas.
Valley Mall
> i'i ■ r
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People

Lesley Vandever's last phone bill was for $975.03. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

Meet Ma Bell's best friend
By JIM DENERY
When Carol Foster opened up her
phone bill last month she had a
traumatic experience — the bill was
16 pages long and totaled more than
$1,300.
"She cried," said Foster's roommate, Lesley Vandever. "She cried
right there in the post office."
It would be worse for Vandever.
Vandever, whose previous bill was
$300, said at the time, "Mine's going
to be less because I cut down."
Vandever and Foster tried to
figure out how the bill could be so
big.
"My roommate (Foster) and I
have the only outside line, just
about, and a lot of people share it —
people across the hall, people down
the hall, people down the stairs —
and we figured that everyone had
made more calls and it was just kind
of a collective sort of thing. And it
wasn't."
So Foster worked out the bill to
see who owed what. When she
finished, she told Vandever what her
share was.

The grand total was $975.03.
Vandever said she went into
shock.
"I was walking around in total
shock for like three days. I didn't
cry. I didn't laugh ... I just kind of
meandered around the halls."
Then Vandever did what most
freshmen would do when faced with'
such a big problem — she talked to
her Resident Adviser.
"I ended up crying on her
shoulder and I cried myself to sleep
that night and I felt so much better
the next morning. It wasn't paid or
anything, but I started to breathe
again."
So how does an 18-year-old girl
from Glen Burnic, Md., run up such
a large bill anyway?
"People would say 'Where are
you calling? Brezhnev?' But it's only
Maryland."
The truth is she only called her
best friend, Mary Albrecht, back in
Glen Burnic. She called her ... a
lot, and Albrecht called Vandever

. .. a lot. .. collect.
"She and I made a deal that she
could call me collect when things got
bad and the past month has been
rough on both of us."
Vandever describes some of the
days when the calls were at an excess.
"There were a lot of days when it
was like four times a day and we
weren't conscious of when the rates
went down.
"A lot of them weren't five or ten
minute calls, they were 2 'A to three
hours crying to each other and that
sort of thing because we always did
that' at home and we'd forget that it
was costing us money."
Vandever and Albrecht have
worked out a deal to pay off the bill.
Vandever's parents are paying it off,
and then Vandever and Albrecht will
pay them back.
"She and I are splitting it,"
Vandever said. "That takes it down
to a mere $500 a piece."
Vandever has had some high bills
before.

"The bill before that caught me by
surprise too — it was $300.
Vandever has taken a lot of teasing about her plight. It has been embarrassing.
"Me and the rest of the wing were
all over at Duke's the other night
eating and somebody was saying
'Did you hear about the girl with the
$1,000 phone bill?' and I just kind of
sat there and hid behind my ham and
Swiss."
But a lot of people wouldn't have
heard about it if Vandever hadn't
put a classified ad in 77ie Breeze asking for contributions.

So far, Vandever hasn't gotten
any response, not a nickel.
Vandever is considering a future
remedy — transferring to a school
back home. "We (Vandever and
Albrecht) may end up rooming
together just to save on phone bills, I
mean, this phone bill was what? half
a semester's tuition."
Vandever is also looking into
MCI, a cut-rate long distance
telephone service.
\

.

\
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A quieter-pa
Old Order Mennoi

*-.

Leroy Rhodes Is a farmer and dairyman, as are 80 to

Reba Rhodes, like all Old Order Mennonlte women, plays the domestic role of wife, mother
and homemaker.

Article by:
Cindy Russell
Photos by:
Yo Nagaya

Editor's Sote: Most JMU students know little
about the lifestyle of Old Order Mennonites, though
they are an integral part of Shenandoah Valley
culture. This story, which originally appeared in last
spring's Curio, a feature magazine for the area produced by JMU students, about the Rhodes, an Old
Order Mennonite family from Dayton, provides a
unique look at this lifestyle.

She usually gets up at 5:30 in the morning. Saturday, however, is baking day for Reba Rhodes so she
leisurely sleeps until 6:00.
"Saturdays are usually my playdays," says Reba.
"Usually I have my cleaning and washing done earlier
in the week so on Saturday, I just fix my food."
Routine. It's one of the Old Order Mennonite traditions. One that Reba, her husband Leroy, and their
three daughters, Lola, Julia and Paula, follow well.'
After getting dressed and milking the family's 38
cows, Reba wakes her family and fixes breakfast.

About quarter to eight, the three girls wander into the
kitchen and sit on a bench at the rectangular table.
The table takes up three-fourths of the remaining
floor space since the woodstove was added for winter.
The Rhodes used to heat their house by gas, but switched when woodstoves became a less expensive alternative.
The house also is equipped with "the current';" the
Mennonite term for electricity.
For breakfast, the choice is Rice Krispies or Corn
Flakes. In no time, the cereal bowls are emptied to the
last drop of milk.
At Reba's request, 10-year-old Paula begins to
wash the dishes. She performs her chore with the proficiency of a veteran housewife.
Leroy, gets up from the head of the table, puts on
his coat and hat and goes outside to break up the
ground for later seeding. As he leaves, the two
younger girls begin t.o write on a large four-foot
blackboard, hanging behind the woodstove. Lola
who turned four on Christmas dav, writes
"L-O-L-A" on the board iiVbig, uneven letters.
After finishing the disnes, Paula comes over and
begins practicing multiplication on the blackboard.
"Everyone is so calculator-oriented these davs,"
says Reba. "I use my calculator when I sit down to do
any figuring."
Tiring of the blackboard, Lola gets her Plav-doh
and her mother's rolling pin. She rolls out the makebelieve dough and uses a platic cup to cut out little
circles, made to be cookies or biscuits or whatever she
imagines.
While the girls play, Reba starts her baking for the
upcoming week.
Using an outdated mixer, she combines the ingredients in a worn bowl, occasionally checking the
recipe card on the counter.
Paula and Julia, her nine-vear-old sister, gather
their school texts and coloring books and work at the
k.icnen table. They atiend a two-room Mennonite
school about a mile from the house that houses grades
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aced lifestyle
■

wnites living in Dayton

80 to 90 percent of all Old Order Mennonites.
.

one through eight. After eighth grade, only two or
three Mennonite students get a high school degree by
correspondence. None of the Old Order Mennonites
attend college even with Eastern Mennonite College
only a few miles away.
The reasoning behind this, Leroy explained earlier,
was that Old Order Mennonites believe eight years of
schooling is enough for their lifestyle. Eighty to 90
percent of Old Order Mennonite: are farmers and
diirymen. Girls also receive eight years of schooling
which is considered adequate for their roles as wife,
mother and homemaker.
Reba, an example of this upbringing, continues her
baking. As she mixes the cookies, she notices the flour
canister is almost empty. "They have it on special at
Niick-or-Mack," she says mainly to herself.
She only goes into town several times a month to
>hop. Her two ways of getting there are either driving
:he horse and buggy, of which they own two, or calling a taxi.
Another alternative, which Reba usually chooses, is
to ride to Nichols department store, which has hitching posts in the parking lot, leave the horse and
buggy there and take the city bus downtown.
After putting the first pan of cookies in the ove, she
glances at the clock. "Maybe I should make another
batch since it's only 10," she says.
''All these will probably last just this week unless I
hide them," says Reba.
According to Paula, "She hid the Christmas
cookies so well last year that we didn't find some of
them until after Christmas."
For Christmas, the Rhodes, along with other Old
Order Mennonite families, give gifts but don't allow
the idea of Santa Claus. "We go Christmas caroling
and have big family dinners," says Reba, adding that
family gatherings are common since all of their
relatives live within a six-mile radius with most of
them living on the same road.
One of her neighbors, also her sister-in-law, stops
b) to pay for Tupperware she ordered at Reba's party

Mennonite children like Paula Rhodes are expected to perform chores like
dishwashing.
the previous Monday.
Not long after she leaves, a car drives up and a
woman in jeans comes into the house. She is the Avon
lady. "I take orders" for all my sisters," explains
Reba. "This Avon lady is really good and only stops
by when I call her."
Although she doesn't wear makeup such as
eyeshadow or lipstick, Reba does order hand creams
and "smell goods," Reba's name for cologne.
As it nears noon, Reba gets everything ready for
lunch, knowing that Leroy will be back soon.
He walks in at 12:03, having finished breaking up
the ground with the tractor. Tractors and other farming machinery are used out of necessity to keep up
with other farmers in today's economy, but when he
is able to, Leroy uses the horses instead.
The family once again gathers around the long
table spread with hot sandwiches, all sorts of fresh
vegetables, homemade pickles, Paula's cherry crisp
pudding, and tea, made from leaves that Reba dried.
They bow their heads for silent prayer and then begin
eating. They talk about how much Leroy got done in
the fields, what the girls did all morning, and what the
day still holds for them to do.
After lunch, Reba immediately gets up, clears away
the dishes, and forms the giant ball of dough, that has
finshed rising, into six loaves of bread.
Leroy again leaves for the fields as the three girls
also bundle up to go outside.
After the girls go out to play, Reba gets her coat.
She is going to spend the afternoon with her sister
helping her to decide on wallpaper. When she returns,
she will cook dinner," eat, and then she and Leroy will
probably play with the children. They play games like
chess or checkers for entertainment since there is no
radio or television.
Then, at about 10:30, they all go to bed.
Another day is over and it seems every minute was
fully spent. Ironically^ Leroy generalizes about Old
Order Mennonites by saying, "We like to live a Even while working, Mennonites take time off for
quieter-paced life." x"
prayer.

Learn To Scuba Dive!
Register now for next course held at JMU
starting Jan. 16!

Last Call!!

Land

Christmas break trip to Florida
for diving and fun. Great package
/ dealt

Cross-Country Skiing
Call to register for our next ski class
being held Dec. 18.

fi- ®*.

.

Rentals, Sales on Camping, Skiing,
and Scuba Gear

14 E. Water St. ■ Alley Entrance -433-2177

The

Other Place
proudly presents
WED & THURS: "COYOTE"

FRI: "DEBRIS" former JMU band
SAT: " NIGHT RIDER"

Try Our Subs & Sandwiches
434-9233

29 South Liberty St.

One Block From Court Square

Midway Market
*

*

*

*

Thursday - Sunday

BEER

KEGS

Budweiser 12 pak
$4.59
Bud light cans
.$2.39
Busch bottles
$2.19
cans
$2.09
Michelobreg / light ...$2.69
Moosehead
$3.29
Molson's
ale, beer, golden
$3.09
Lite 12 pak...
$4.79
Old Mill 12 pk.
reg./ light
$3.99
Labatts ale and beer .. .$2.89
Piel's or Schmidts
$1.69
Tuborg beer
$1.99
Stroh's 12 pk.
reg/light...
$4.49
Helneken reg. / dark
$3.69

OTHER
Coke, Sprite 2 liter
Coke2llter
Mixers

$1.99
$1.29
69

Pretzels-llb.box

$1.69

Pretzels 12 oz.
Chips 1 lb

99
$1.89

Cheesecurls3/*
Cookies

$15.95
$20.95

Old Mill Vz keg
Busch Vt keg

$25.95
$28.95

Natural Light
$29.95
Ice- 20 lbs. $1.99 with kegs
Please order kegs
one day in advance

BAR BOTTLES
Busch
Stroh's

$8.09
$8.99

National Boh

$5.99

WINE
P. Masson 1.5
Chablis, Rose, Rhine . .$4.79
Riunite 1.5
Lambrusco
$5.89
Korbel
$7.99
Champagnes
$2.99
Andre, Franzia, J. Roget, J.
Bonet
Weinfest
$2.99

Black Tower 750
$4.59
$1.29 Wehmon Brutton Buy 1-1 free
89

Ice Small

69

Large

99

r

Old Mill V4 keg
Bud % keg

Open Nightly
Till 12 Midnight
24 hour film processing

Half <? Pound
Dinner
* A half pound of ground beef patty charbroiled to
your order, so its extra juicy and flavorful

• Served with your choice of three delicious toppings
(sauteed mushrooms, onions or melted cheddar cheese)
Toasted grecian bread
French fries (or baked potato after 5PM)
All the soup and salad you care to eat
Featuring Shoney's own homemade cheese soup

mm
Americas
DinnerTable

^p^
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Sports
Boler leads
Dukes over
Maine 58-53
Despite shooting only 34 percent from the floor,
the JMU men's basketball team escaped from
Bangor, Me. with a 58-53 win over the University
of Maine Wednesday night.
Junior forward Woody Boler led the Dukes with
17 points and also had nine rebounds.
"The key to our victory was the play of Woody
and Darrell Jackson," JMU coach Lou Campanclli said. "He (Woody) was just awesome and
Darrell had a fine game of the bench."Boler, making his second start of the year, hit
seven of IS shots from the field as he scored his
career-high.
Jackson had 10 points and 11 rebounds, both
career-highs. Charles Fisher made six of nine shots
and finished with 14 points.
Seniors Dan Ruland and Dave Dupont both continued to shoot poorly from the floor.
Dupont made only one of seven shots and
Ruland was three-for-17. Both had good rebounding games, though.
Ruland had a career-high 13 rebounds and Dupont had eight as JMU outrebounded Maine
52-38.
Dupont also led the Dukes with five assists.
The JMU* defense had another good game as
Maine hit only 34 percent of their shots also.
JMU is now 2-1 and plays VCU Saturday night
in the Convocation. It was the third straight
defeate for Maine, 1-3.
"I'm delighted with our first road win of the
season," Campanelli said. "Maine is tough to beat
at home.
"I knew it would be a tight game because we're
not a blowout team. I'm just glad we came out on
top. They're a scrappy team and they could have
beaten us."
Campanelli also had praise for Maine's
6-foot-10, 240-pound junior center, Jeff Cross.
Cross finished with 19 points and 13 rebounds.
"He's as good as a lot of the centers we play
against. He's a real bear inside."
Sophomore guard Jeff Wheeler had 13 points
off the bench for Maine.

Dan Ruland had a career-high 13 rebounds against Maine. (File photo)

Women lose to American 68-66
Darci Smith's two free throws with 19 seconds
remaining gave the American University women's
basketball team a 68-66 victory over JMU Tuesday
night in Washington, D.C.
JMU's record drops to 3-4 while American evened its record atl-1
The Dukes were led by sophomore forward
Mkhele James, who had 23 points and eight rebounds. Sue Manelski added 17 points for JMU.
JMU, which led by as many as eight points in the
first half, trailed by five midway through the second half.
C
The Dukes battled back and took their last lead
on a basket by James with 5:45 left in the game.

American dominated the backboards, outrebounding JMU 39-23.
American was led by Lynn Copeland, who
finished with 22 points and 13 rebounds.
James is now averaging 17.2 points and 11.8 rebounds in the five games she has played. Despite
not yet being 100 percent due to an ankle injury
that kept her out of the team's first two games, she
has scored more than 20 points in three of the
games she has played.
JMU returns to action Saturday when they play
host to Richmond in the Convocation Center at 2
P.m.

Dukes host George Mason Thursday

Injuries continue as wrestlers start dual meets
"We've had more than our share of injuries and
they've got as over a band."
ByTIMDANCY
JMU wrestling Coach Dick Besnier summed up
his team's predicament this week with that one
statement.
After competing in four tournaments, the Dukes
enter their dual meet season with nearly half of
their squad injured.
As of Tuesday the Dukes have only four starting
wrestlers that are not injured. Second- and thirdline wrestlers can fill most of the vacant spots, but
the Duke's first two matches will be far tougher
than expected.
On Thursday night, JMU wrestles George
Mason University and on Friday night the Dukes
meet William and Mary. Both are home matches
beginning at 7:30 p.m. in Godwin Hall.

SjVjV,w////////$i^^

Entering these two meets, the Dukes.do not have
a healthy 118-pounder. Starter Scott Palmer has an
injured lower back and the extent of his injury is
unknown, but he will miss this week's matches.
At 126 pounds, Dick Dannenburg is out with an
injured nose that required an operation Monday.
Besnier was unsure when Dannenburg could
return.
At 150 and 158 pounds, starters Gary Webb and
Art Bair will wrestle, but both have nagging injuries. Webb (150 lbs.) is having constant trouble
with both knees, while Bair has a hyperextendcd
elbow.
Hopefully both will remain "healthy" since
their replacements are in even worst condition.
Co-captain Mike Gallo (158 lbs.) is on crutches
with a badly sprained ankle and John* Arceri (150
lbs.) is still bothered with a bad knee.
As bad as these injuries are, they are not nearly

'
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as important as those to Dave Stanton, Tony Gentile, and John Hubert.
Hubert (190ibs.), who won medals in both the
state and regional tournaments last year, was lost
for the season last week when his chronically weak
shoulder seperated again. It is questionable
whether he will ever wrestle again.
Stanton's sprained ankle will not keep him from
wrestling. But it will hurt him against nationallyranked Tony Riligbotti from Mason.
If Stanton is unable to compete on Friday
because his ankle worsens the night before, the
Dukes will forfeit six points. Stanton is JMU's only heavyweight.
If all this were not enough, freshman Tony Gentile broke his thumb on Sunday. Gentile is the biggest surprise of the season, winning second and
third place medals at the Navy and Lehigh tournaments.

tw'
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Keys leaving for Penn St.
By STEVE LOCKARD
For those who have yet to notice, Troy Keys is
not playing basketball for the JMU Dukes this
season.

After spending the last two seasons on the end of
the Dukes' bench, the 5-foot-ll point guard from
Harrisburg, Pa., has decided to leave JMU and attend Penn State University next semester.
In two seasons for the Dukes, Keys averaged 1.1
points per contest while playing in a total of 23
games. Last year, Keys played just 38 minutes as
JMU's fifth guard.
"The main reason I picked this school was
because of basketball, and if I'm not playing, I'd
just as soon go somewhere that is closer to home."
"I just feel kind of bad that I couldn't contribute the way I wanted to and show people that if
I get a chance I can play. It just didn't seem like
that chance was going.to come."
Keys is not guaranteed a position on the Penn
State squad and will have to try out as a walk-on in
the Spring, but he feels he will be just as happy
there.
Keys says that he has no hard feelings towards
the JMU coaching staff, but he just realized that
he wasn't going to get the opportunity he wanted
here.
One of his biggest complaints is that he feels the
JMU fans don't have any idea of his basketball
ability.
"It really upset me last year when I would be on
the bench and it would be a blowout. I know the

fans didn't mean any harm, but they were saying
'we want Troy, we want Troy,' and I didn't like
that at all.
"It just made me feel like a scrub. It's like
nobody here has seen me play in a game. Nobody
here knows what I can do. I don't feel like I've
played in a game since high school."
Ironically, throughout his stay at JMU, Keys'
main competition for playing time has come from
Derek Steele, his roommate and best friend.
"I couldn't believe it," Keys said. "We were
always fighting for the same position since day
one, but we've never got into an argument. We've
never had a fight — on or off the court.
"It just seemed like we were two people who just
got along from the beginning. He's like a brother
to me."
Keys, because of his excellent quickness and enthusiasm, made the perfect practice player and according to JMU assistant John Thurston, he has
been the main factor behind the progress of JMU
senior guard Charles Fisher.
Keys said that he began thinking about transfering in the middle of last season, but he didn't make
up his mind until early November.
"Last year I kind of hung around because I
made everybody happy and it was making me happy being with the guys. But this year I realized that
I wasn't happy staying around and I knew it was
time for, me to go and give it a shot somewhere
else."

Keys - "Nobody here knows what I can
do." (File photo)

JMU offense: When will it show up?
By DANNY FINNEGAN
Panic has started to set in.
Now that the JMU basketball team has had its
nose bloodied and is struggling to keep their head
above water, two things Lou Campanelli suggested
might happen before the season, the Dukes' loyal
following is starting to wonder how good this team
really is.
What's wrong with Dave Dupont, only twofor-16 from the field? And how about Dan
Ruland, who is eight-for-33?
For that matter, what's wrong with the whole
JMU offense, which shot only 26 percent from the
field against Virginia and 34 percent against
Maine.
And it doesn't get any easier. Coming before the
end of December are games with 1 Oth-ranked Iowa
and arch-rival Virginia Commonwealth, which
visits the Convocation Center Saturday night.
VCU scored a very impressive win over St. Joe's
last week, a team that defeated Maryland Wednesday night.
"There playing as well as any team in Virginia
right now," Campanelli said. "(Assistant coach
Bill Leatherman) saw them against St. Joe's and he
said there playing the way they did last February."
Even though the schedule shows no letup, things
. can't get much worse. Dupont and Ruland can't
continue to shoot so poorly.
The main thing Campanelli is worried about is
finishing the right combination to replace Linton
Townes and his instant offense.

"It's still early," Campanelli said Tuesday.
'I've said all along we can't be judged by what we
do in December.
"We haven't found the right combination on offense yet, and until we do, things won't be right."
»»¥»,

The search for the right combination continued
Wednesday against Maine as Campanelli inserted
6-foot-6 freshman Tracy Williams into Dupont's
small forward spot and moved Dupont back to
guard.
Campanelli hopes the new lineup will help the
Dukes offense in two ways.
First, he hopes Williams will give the Dukes
another outside threat to go with Charles Fisher,
whp leads the team with 14.6 points a game and is
shooting an unbelievable 64 percent from the field.
Second, he hopes that moving Dupont back to
guard will break the senior captain out of his
slump.
"I'm not really worried about David," Campanelli said. "Remember, he started out very slow
last year.
"The only thing we've told him is to keep
shooting. Hopefully moving him back to guard
will help."
Dupont has continued to play well in other areas
even while his shooting has slumped. He is averaging five rebounds and three assists per game.
As for Williams, Campanelli said, "He's really
not ready-to start yet, but we need someone who
can shoot from the outside and is not scared to
shoot."
But against Maine Williams was zero-for-four.
"It was his first start and he just couldn't get it going," Campanelli said.
And neither can the Dukes.

Get Psyched For Exams
With The Psychology Club
At JM's
Thursday Night, December 9
Happy Hour 8:30-9:00
Music & Dancing
Cover 504
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sportsfile
Brown, Cassagnol, Erdman named All-Virginia
Three JMU soccer players have
been named to 1982 All*Virginia Inctercollegiate League team.
Junior midfielder Jeff Brown,
sophomore goalie Eric Erdman, and
senior forward Ralph Cassagnol
were all named to the team, which is
chosen by state soccer coaches.
Brown and Cassagnol both made
the team last year.
Brown was named to this year's
team as a midfielder although he
played three different positions —
mid field, strike and sweeper — for
the Dukes.
Brown, from Garland, Tex., had
four goals and two assists this year.
He led the Dukes in scoring his
freshman season.
Cassagnol had four goals and two
assists for the Dukes as he and
Brown tied for the team lead in scoring. Cassagnol, who transferred to
JMU in 1981 from Orange (N.J.)
Community College, led the Dukes
with five goals last year.
Erdman, from Reston, Va, took
over the goaltending chores this year
from graduated All-America Jim
Edwards. He had a goals against

average of 1.70 and recorded five
shutouts for JMU, which finished
the season 5-8-4.

JMU golfer In
Sports Illustrated
Freshman golfer Jennifer Creps
will be in the Faces in the Crowd section of Sports Illustrated this week
(Dec. 13 issue).
Creps and North Carolina State
University freshman Leslye Johnson
had back-to-back holes-in-one oh
Nov. 2 in the Lady Wolfpack Invitational. The holes-in-one were on the
par 3, 140-yard eighth hole at
McGregor Downs in Cary, N.C.
That is the first time back-to consecutive holes-in-one have ever been
scored in women's regulation play
said Nancy Zulch of Sports Illustrated.
It was the first hole-in-one for
Creps. She shot a round of 77.

Intramural soccer
playoffs continue
Delta Sigma Pi defeated Sigma
Kappa on penalty kicks Tuesday
night to capture the women's in-

It takes

a good head
to make it
through college.

tramural soccer title.
Eight teams - AXP, Sigma Nu,
Black Death, Artificial Snow, the
Troggs, Solidarnosc, Panama Red
Tide and the Operators - have advanced to the quarterfinals in the
men's play. The quarterfinals were,
played Wednesday night.
The men's semifinals will be
played Thursday and the men's
finals are Friday at 5:15.
The next intramural event is
volleyball. A sign-up meeting will be
held at 6 p.m. January 12th — the
first day of classes in the spring
semester. Volleyball is a required activity for the overall championship
division title.
Other events planned for January
include a squash tournament on the
24th, a weightlifting clinic on the
26th, and an intramural ski meet on
Jan. 27.

Clark, Craver
honored by ECAC
Split end Gary Clark and defensive tackle Jon Craver have been
named honorable mention selections
to the AU-ECAC Division I-AA

team.
Clark is a junior from Dublin,
Va., and Craver is a senior from
Hagerstown, Md.
Clark, who set JMU season
records for pass receptions, receiving
yardage and punt returns this year,
also is listed in two individual
categories in the final Division I-AA
statistical release of the season.
He finished the season ranked second in the nation in punt returns
(14.9 average per return) and 19th in
all-purpose running. He accumulated an average of 128.5 yards
per game in rushing, receiving, punt
return and kickoff return yardage.
Clark caught 46 passes for 958
yards and five touchdowns this
season. He holds JMU career
records for receptions (98), receiving
yardage (1,978), touchdown receptions (10), punt return yardage (445)
and punt return average (12.0).
Craver, a team co-captain, was involved in 68 tackles during the 1982
season. He was credited with 16
unassisted tackles and seven quarterback sacks. He also caused one fumble and caught opposing ball carriers
for losses twice.
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Dr. Diane M. Spresser

HapnBirthday!
May all your equations
be correct!
DOD DISTRIBUTING
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Classified ads
Classified ads In The Iraut cost $1
for up to 10 words, $2 for 11 to 20 words,
$3 for 21 to 30 word*, and to on. Advance
payment Is needed.
Deadline* ara noon Friday for
Monday's issue and noon Tuesday for
Thursday's Issue. Ads may ma mailed to
The Breeze, communication arts department, James Madison University, Harrlsonburg VA 22007, or may b* delivered
to The Breeze office in the basemenf of
Anthony-S*eo*r Hall, at Grsce and South
Main streets.
Categorise Include personals, for sale,
for rant, help wanted, services, wanted,
roommates, lost, and found.

by Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury
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For sale
Tan epeed bike — Raleigh Rampar I
Racer, new. 234-8247.
Chnetmas Treee. Catnip Farm. Sheared
white pine. $10412. 4Vi miles out Port
Rd. to Route 680.1.7 miles. 4344416.
Female housing contract. Call Donna,
433-2077.
MM* contract for sale. Call Bob, 7221.

PEEPBREATH!
BEAR POUN!
HERE IT COMBS!

AAHH!
AANH!
PUFF!
THEMOTHER
/ HASGOHEINTO
HERFMLCONmcnoNSAWs
ISBEARING
POM!

OKAY, WHAT WEFEGOINGTO
PONOWISUST&nDAWE
I OF A NORMAL CHILDLWH.
; THE SOUNDS SHOULD HELP

w ptcwRemsmi&i
iNimpeiMRynooM.

Female housing oontract. Call Margaret
434-9458 or Box 5614.

HYGOPi
HIS HEAD
L00H5UKE
A MELON!

y

TMTtTHE
MONITRtCE
C0ACHIN61HE

imeR.

Woman's ski boots. Size 8. San Marco,
warmly lined. Like new. 846. 433-1380
after 4 p.m.
Computer TRS-00, model 1, level II, 4BK;
81250.433-1143.
Time female housing oontracts for sale
for spring semester. Call Linda or Edle
433-7506.
"
Male housing oontract. Available spring
semester. Discount for early reply. Jeff
4284; PO 2066.

IJUSTPOHTSEE
WHYyOUCANT rMTRYINO,
TAKETTAUTTIE Jom,rM
MORESERIOUSLY, REALLY
LIKE THE OTHER TRYING.,
HUSBANDS..

ITS JU5TM NEVER
PONE ANYTHING LIKE
LAMAZEBEFORE:ITS
A LITTLE MORE THAN
I BARGAINED FOR.
\

ML.UKBTHAT
maeoFANAcWHATPO
YOUMEAN* TUALBIRJHTHEY
UKZWHAT* SHOWED US. TT
WAS SO.. HAM,
GRAPHC.
\
\

RKK.TtS IDUNNO..THE
SUPPOSE? BROCHURE0NLY
TO BE
EMPHASI2ED1HE
GRAPHIC! UOMAHSSMIL\
IN6FACE.

Male housing oontract available for spring. Possible discount. Interested? Contact Mike Rlckard at 5638 or Box 3186.
We'll talk business.

For rent
Harrle Gardens Apia. Students welcome.
1, 2 and 3 bedrooms. Start at 8222 per
month. All utilltle* included. 1 year
lease*. Contact: Bob Rlv*ra, 86 Mon-Fri,
4344668.

6&faJm«_Morbid Comics

by Dave McConnell and Scott McClelland

Faculty: 6 rooms, bath and a half, near
college. Oct. 1st possession. 4344623 or
4344728.
Dsslrebls student housing — near campus. 2344247 after 6 p.m.
- for a large
house of female students three blocks
from campus. 8120 per month. Heat,
fewer and wat*r Included. Call Robert at
886-1600. After 6:00 p.m. call 433-1013.
i Square, Phase II, la now acceptingrenters for second semestsr. Deelgned for students, fully furnished, cable
T.V., air conditioning, waeher and dryer,
dishwasher, etc. On South Main 8treet,
three blocks from campus. Form your
own group of five Or let us help you find
roommates. Call Robert, Dave or Rich at
896-1600 or 433-1013 after 630 pjn.
House - atop of Pleasant Hill Rd. near
ShowaJter entrance. Access to school
bus. Available spring semester. Csll for
more Info. 4334761.
Mate wanted to soar* 2 bedroom apart- JEfJI1 1 mB* hom «""P«8. Jan.-July for
6140 a month or Jan.-Msy for 8160 a
month. 4334645.
Female to share spertment - furnished
or unfurnished In Hsrrtsonburg. 8100.
Call Debra, 4344481.
: Room (2 person). In two bedroom
apartment. Excellent location — aeroee

. 3 small rooms,
refrigerator and stove. Can be seen at
1373 8. Main, No. 3. (corner of Main and
South Ave.) 8180 par month plus utilities.
I for Spring '83
s*m**t*r. Fully furnished, fully equipped
townhouae at Madison Square. Rent
8140 without utilities. HBO. waeher and
dryer. Two block* from campus. Call
Llss, 7483, or phone over vacation (703)

commlaalon plua FREE TRAVEL Call
Summit* Tours, 8004264438.

Help wanted
n, , 0
ff
,J ° * mm* •acn •eho°| y—fFlexible hours. Monthly payment for

Wanted

placing posters on campus. Bonus baaed

Sublettor for 2nd asmeeter. Single person to IN* In privets room 2 blocks from
campus. Full kitchen, off-*tr**t parking.
Respond wHh name, box number and
phone number to: Room, Box 3026.

£i££!!L
8004264683.

PrhM award#d

M

*•"•

j mail at homel 830 per hundred I
No experience. Part or full time. Start Immedlately. Details, send self-addressed,
•Jwnped envelop*. Haiku Distributors,
115 VValpalanl Rd.. Haiku, HI 86708.
Merketlng Coordinators Needed: Position Involves marketim and promoting
high quality ski and beach tripe on camfus. Eam commission plus FREE
RAVEL.
Call Summit
Tours',
8004264438.
Attention Beach Lover*- Marketing coordinator* needed to promote high quality
*kl and beach trips on campus. Earn

_j to share rent at Squire
Hill. 8140 a month plus utilities. Call
before Thursday. 4344814.
LoW wanted. 433-1143 after 4 p.m.

Service*
Abortion - outpatient servtcee, birth
control and options counseling. Strictly
confidential. Hegerstown Reproductive
Health Services — a clinic for women.
Conveniently located near 141 In

Hegerstown, MD. For Information or appomtmant call collect (301) 7334400.
Professlonsl Typing.
Call Mary Lou
Qllck, 878-8862; Donna Bodkin, 6784294.
Band*for donees, parti**, and formal*;
2?ILA*aP,ro0 entertainment, (703)

Ewpsrlanood type* - Campo* pick up
•rd«5f,,v-rv "••M«y mornlnga,
434-7606.

Loet
Gold ring Initialed E.8.S. Reward.
4334S42.
Taken from
Eatery on November 28th. PI**** contact
Maryleth 4660 with any Information.
Reward offered.
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Santa Personals
Marry Chrtetmee to eome very speclel
people - the brothera and little sisters
of Btgwa Phi Epellonl Bubbe - thanx for
everything! Take care. Jon - you'd better get your e- beck here next aemeeterl
Bev — thanx and amllell Good luck on
exams everyone! Love always, Julee.
Chuckto, You're the grMtest! Merry
Christmas and Happy Nsw Yaar. I love
you. Taaa.

— We finally made It I Let'e go for e few
more. ASU, here we come...Love Mwaye,
Max.

Skiers! Wlnterbrsak ski trip to KJIIIngton
or Smuggler's Notch ski resorts In Vermont: 5 daya, 5 nights lodging In
siopesloe condos with kitchens, and
nightly parties from $156. CALL (804)
8*8106 COLLECT, ask for NANCY. Go
with friends or organize a small groun
end ski for free,

Janet Roweon — you're a hell of a preeldent and a great person — Merry
Christmas and good luck on sxamal Love
ya, b.s. Julie.

_*mhJm*iHBrtt7*l
OSS!
end Oem-Baby.

f H- r
2SR?
^ * " h"9 ll '• at ,a8tl HAPPY
BIRTHDAY CHAMP. You are the

E 4 Em: Beet roommatee ever. I'll miss
ysl K.

8 M,ny happy return8! L ve

ins? *'

°-

Beth, You are a great Big Sister! Love,
Carol.
Sam — I admire you from afar. Let'e keep
It that way! A.
EBB: Congratulstlons for getting Into
Sraduate school — I knew you could do
t Good luck on your examal Happy
Graduation and remember....! love you
very much I The Ntghtstalker.
Boogrr — Feel like sausage? Am I In
Egypt? Slgh..."Kstrms".
P.C.: Ufa la not supposed to be this fun I
"Ban".
Bam — The mystery Is half the fun of It.
Walt a little longer. A.
TLC: Season's Greetings from the blond
vixen. ML
JMU SU Team Tryouta, male and female,
Wednesday, January 14, Massanuten
Village. Sign-up, 2:30-3:00. For more Info
call Andrew, 433-1039.
Den — Why can't you graduate with us
NORMAL people next semester? I'll sure
miss you and your Entenman'e cakes
from Mom. Beat of luck. Love, Karen.
Fraternity Night at the JMU Wrestling
Match vs. William & Mary, Friday,
December 10. Barrel of "fun" to the winner!
Keye — Just wanted to aay you'll be
miaaed lotsl Have a terrific Chrtstmael
See ya January 21st! Love ya, Karen.

SWAK: Pleaee wait for me. I'll miss you
mucho! ILY.
Betty Lou — Congratulstlons baby, I'm
proud of you. The peet 10 have been fantaatlc, and It's still getting better. I hope
you're not going to punt me. Hank.
Feature Twlrler — Ready to craah
another party together, or how about s
semi-formal? Look for a challenge! A
Oravedlgger.

Elizabeth and Tina — I hope you both
have a great Christmas and s Happy New
Yeerfl Love, Qretohen.
Tim end Scott — Happy Holidays to you
both. Love, Q.
Bob brothers — Happy trails to you!
Merry Christmas. Bob sisters.
Wendy Lynn — Hope you feel better. We
all mlas you!
RonZ: Here's your very own personal.
Merry Christmas! Guess Who.
Pizza Man: You stlU owe me a SuzyQ and
you forgot your Mistletoe Kiss. Good
luck on exams. A.
Jeennle — Quit studying! Have a Merry
Christmas. Roomie 2B, DenJee,
JMU Peroueelon: Hey I You're a happenln' group. It'e bean e hotter than hot
semester. Buzz Gokl Heve e greet X-masl
Love /all, Chnesy a Jenny.
Alpha Gam: Merry Christmss to a great
group! Love, Robin.

Chrte, Merry Chrletmes to the World'a
Greateet Friend. What would I do without
you? Thanks for everything I Love always,
C.L., J.B., C.C., D.O., A.G., Merry
Chrtetmee to you all and I hope you have
a very epeclel holiday season! Love, LG.
Knock, Knock: Steve 8hew end roommate, the vault overpowere the HWonl
Baa you next year. Merry Chrletmeet
Emerson Who?
Mike: Have a great holiday - IK miss
—MOU. Bareh

_■ —i

Lotah Ann I Thanx for
putting up with me!
el Just
Just think, only one
mdre eemeeter to go! Heve fun skiing
during X-masl Love, JuRa.
CT/ JC/SR/CW/LS/CM: Get psyched for
second eemeeter. Happy HoiWeye! BOP.

.- -

Toner. Heve a whlny holiday. Maybe at
home they won't tie you upl Your
Favorite Dizzy Roommatee - Who Bee?
Animal Killers — hlckey queens - liquor
holies — beware men — beaknose
wanders, Chinese Fraternity night lives
—
Leg
wrestling
anyone?
Unreciprocated Infatuation sucks — Oh
f- youl Looking forwsrd to orgasmic
reconditioning. Reet up for NEXT
semester. I love youl GET REALI
Lies, Have a good time In England next
eemeeter. We'll take care of Cathy and
Ann for you. Be good. Love, Elena, Bendy end Lynn.
Hay H.B. — We're gonna have a great
2nd Christmss end 7'New Years" - eo
reet upl Luvya bunches — Digga
Brian: Tell me whet YOU think. 4825.
Mary.

Eighth floor Eegtattoe: I've had e greet
eemeeter. Thanks for being the top floor
In the building — In more ways than one!
Love, Jill (alias M.S.) P.S. Marry
Christmas!
Happy Blrthdey to SPFe December
Babes: Mitch, Richard, Jay, Jeff, Dan,
Skip and Jim I
Congretulettane to SPPs new Initiates:
Mark Fox, Tom Gutzmer, Dave Hamlett,
Dave Jerse, Neleon Kelley, Jay Leftwlch,
Bruce Livingstone, John Myere, John
Nance, Crelg Methles, Steve Pruttt, John
Robertson, Keith Robertson, and Jon
Watadal Love. SPE Little Statere.
The Rugby Shirts ere tail Pteese atop by
the Sigma Sigma Sigma house — Room
203 - or cell 4334473.
Martha. You've been a great roomie!
Thanke for making my laat i
great! I'm going to mlae youl

June — you ere my dream come true. I
love you now end forever. See you Thura-

Tknoth - I have an extre rsaeon to be Jolly this Christmas seeeon - YOUII can't
wait! I love youl ~

Val — The sun Is hot and eo are you.
Girls like you ere far between and few.
Bruce.

Oat peyched far wanes with the Peych
Club at JM'a, Thuredey.

Mitel - The rell Is really going to mlee
the blue tank. The better two-thlrde of the
terrific trio wiehee you good luck In the
real world. J.B. and C.L
Hey You - Congratulations! One weak
to go then sunny Callfomlal JMU wont
be the same without you. How about a
date over break? I love you — Me.

II and the beat of
luck on examal Beat wishes to Steve,
Bubba, John flee), Gil and Lome - we'll
mlee youl
Spew, Cant get to heaven on Alan's nose
for God doesn't need eny garden hoes.
Merry Cttrietmee, H.H.
Sharon - Happy Birthday, Angel Face.
May your holidays be as nice aa you.

Spece Sharks, Saturday night, Chrletmes
party, JM's, good time, be there.
Laura - riemember me? I introduced
you to our crazy clan after we overtook
your table at the I.F.C. dance. Pleaee call
me at your very earliest convlence at
73B4. The name is Richard.

Cheryl - You're the BE8T ROOMIE I'm gonna mlee you. M.
Mother, Wiiaspa, and Wupunw: Have e
ependlforue Christmas. Bet you didn't
expect to eee this.

announcements
CHRISTMAS TREE UGHTING
The annual Chrlatmaa Tree Lighting Ceremony will
be Dec. 10 at S p.m. In tha WCC Tha Brasi Enaambla
and tha JMU Chorale will provide special mualc prior to
and during tha ceremony.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Saturday maaaaa ara held at 5 p.m. In room O of tha
Warran Campua Cantar. Sunday ma**a* ara hald at
10:30 a.m. and noon In tha Ballroom of tha WCC.
MHHI during axam week will'ba hald Monday
through Thuraday at 4:30 p.m. In tha CCM houaa.
Thara will ba a midnight Chrletma* masa Dae. 11.
Maat at tha CCM houaa at 9:30 p.m. Caroling at tha
church begin* at 11 JO p.m.

JMU BIRTHDAY PARTY
Oat Involvad In JMU'a 75th birthday party. Oaalgn a
logo for thla ona-ttma avantl Submit daalgna to Tom
Watklna In Hlllcraat by Dae. 10. Prize will ba awarded to
tha wlnnarl

FRATERNITY NIGHT
Tha JMU wraatllng taam will ba aponaorlng a fraternlty night during tha match with William and Mary Dae.
10. Tha fratar nlty with tha moat mambara attending will
win a "barral of fun."

JM'8 SPONSOR NIGHT
Tha Paychology Club will aponaor JM'a Owe. S. Covar
charga will ba SO cant* and thara will ba a happy hour
from 8:30 to 0 p.m. Thara will alao ba mualc and dancing.

SPARKPLUGS

PLACEMENT CENTER

OUTING CLUB

Tha Studam Actlvitlee Commlttaa of tha art departmant la aponaorlng tha Sparkplugs at an axam breek
party, Oac. 10 from 8 p.m. to midnight In tha WCC
ballroom. Tlckata am 12.50 at tha door.

Resume and cover letter reviews: typed, reedy to ba
printed resumes will be critiqued On a walk-In beat*
Thursdays S to 11 A) a.m.
Federal Summer Employment Program: Summer Job
Announcement 414 should be available by the) second
week In January'No written teat la required except performance teat* that the agencies may administer for
typing poeltlona. Announcements will be available In
the CP8.P office.
The Naval Inveetlgatlon Service Is preeentty accepting applications for Special Agent poeltlona. If Interested pleaee atop by the CPSP office for Inform*
tlon concerning the basic qualification requirements.
Busoh Oardens will ba holding auditions Jan. It
trom noon to 4 p.m. In Godwin 356. They are looking for
entertainers, mualclane, technicians, stag* manager*
and seasonal supervleory personnel. Contact the
CPSP office for more Information.

Anyone interested In hiking, caving, camping etc.
coma to the Outing Club meetings head VVednesdeya at
8:30 p.m. In Blackweil Auditorium m Moody Hell.

GENERAL STUDIES MEETING
Thara will ba a meeting providing Information on
JMU* Bachalor of General Studiae dagnaa Oac. IS at 7
p.m. In room E of tha WCC.
Tha maatlng will ba conducted by Dr. Elizabeth
Flnlayaon, dlractor of tha bachalor of general atudlaa
program, and will ba hald by appointment only. All
thoaa interested should call tha BOS office at 4334411
before S p.m. Dec. 18.

PRENURSING
The School of Nursing I* having an open houaa Jan.
18 at 8 p.m. m Wlneprlce. All Intereeted atudenta are Invited.

PREGNANCY COUNSELING
Birthright offers free, confidential pregancy counseling and can recommend local support resources. For
free counseling call 434-0003.

BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
There will ba apaclal Chrlatmae "goodies" during exam week at the BSU houaa.
Nightly devotions during axam week will be held
Dae. 12 through 18 at 9 p.m. at the BSU houee.

JMU SKI CLUS

SKI TEAM TRYOUTS
JMU Ski taam tryouta will be held Jan. 14 at
Maaeanutten Village For more Information call Andrew at 433-1038.

TALENT SEARCH
Recording artlat Daneice Williams will foln other top
name* In the entertainment Industry In Judging the National Finale of the AH-Amertcan Collegiate Talent
Search. March 26.1983 at New Mexico University. Entries for the competition are being accepted now
through Feb. 11. For more Information write ACTS, Box
3ACT, New Mexico State University, Law Crucee, N.M.
88003, or caM (BOB) 84*4413.

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
tone, a Christian fetlowahlp supported by the First
PTeebyterUn Church, meet* for Bible *tudy end diecueeton every Tuesday at 7 p.m. In the mezzanine of the

TEST FILE
Anyone In need of old teat* form which to study can
find them In tha library at tha reserve seek. Teat* are
filed according to teacher* and can be checked out
anytime.

ESCORT SERVICE
The fratemltlee of Alpha Chi Rho and Theta Chi are
offering a free escort service. The operational hours
era a* toilowa: AXP, Monday through Thursday from 0
until midnight, phone 8887; Theta CN. Friday through
Saturday from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. end Sunday from S untM
mMnlght, phone Sres.

TEACHERS ORGANIZATION
The Foreign and Domestic Teacher* Organization
need* teacher applicant* in all fields from
kindergarten through college to flH over five hundred
teaching veoanotea both at home and abroad For
more Information write the Portland Oregon Better
Buelneee Bureau or the National Teachers Placement
Agency, Universal Teacher*. Box 5231. Portland,
Oregon 8730*.

20/20
hindsight

gAtttfO put -re in* WT irowfrV^yv^Ky^^&^osi';
Artfc KIUC* COTE,i^Wr\ fetUW-UKC CG^IWIW*

A oamoQtar'Q rPi/iPiA/
What was this thing we just lived through? The
semester of . . .
• The lottery? Hopefully not, but we did give
the institution of a lottery for basketball tickets a
lot of attention. Some complained that we blew it
out of proportion. The numbers show they may
have been right. For the all-important UVA game,
76 percent of the students who submitted lottery
cards got to go.
• Merit pay? The faculty pay raises for exceptional performance will finally come out of the
closet. President Ronald Carrier called for the
publication of recipients starting in the spring. We
like that move, and the one that will make each
department head establish written criteria for the
raises. But we think they also should become onetime awards. Under the existing system, a teacher
is awarded indefinitely for one well-done job.
• Greek parties? It could be the last we hear of
Greeks openly selling party tickets to finance the
cost of some refreshments.
• Names? The Breeze was called a few for
deciding to publish those of students arrested and
charged with crimes.
JMU was called a "modest teacher-training outfit (which) specializes in elementary education,"
by Rutgers professor Paul Fussell in an article in
The New Republic magazine. Fussel then called on
SAT scores from 1973 to make his point.
Of course, the university returned the call and
asked him to speak here in March as a visiting
scholar. He called our bluff, and is obviously call'
ing the shots — he'll be paid for what promises to
be an interesting public apology.
•The Stodeat Goverament Association? They
did get us a new committee, the Legislative Action
Committee, which may give us a voice in the
Virginia General Assembly. They also made a
good move by holding a forum last week to give
students a chance to have a say.
• The silent semester? Unfortunately, The SGA
has yet to institute roll call voting on money matters. If they did, and if they kept records of how
each senator voted, students would have
something to base their votes on in the SGA elections. The major role of the SGA is to distribute
student money. It seems logical that students
should have some way to judge how and why this
distribution occurs.

Notes:
0

• It may not be much consolation, but next year
at this time students will be enjoying an additional
day to study for finals exams.
• Students got an early Christmas present from
the records office — an express line at add-drop
next semester.
The above editorial was written by The Br—zi's
editorial editor, Greg Henderson. It is the opinion of
Hendereon; the editor, Chris Koube; and the managing¥
editor, Jill Howard.

A Christmas shopper's guide

Gifts for everyone on your list
By GEOFF WOLFE
The holiday season is upon us once again. Tis a
time to be of good cheer, of good will toward men,
and most importantly — to go Christmas shopping.
Christmas shopping is a hassle. Most salespeople are definitely of good cheer about now but
the last thing on their minds is showing a little
good will. So, to make your holiday shopping
easier, here are a few of the most popular gift ideas
this year. Make these wise purchases and you
won't go wrong:
• For the book-lover on your list there's President Reagan's Most Memorable Moments. This
six-volume collection is a must for any personal
library. Each volume is handsomely bound in genuine, hand-tooled leather from Reagan's own
livestock at his California ranch.
Included in the collection is the time President
Reagan insisted the U.S. Army was integrated during World War II. You'll also get Reagan's own
version of the Vietnam War. In this context it was
President Kennedy and not President Johnson who
first sent Marines into combat.
Read again how Reagan defended his decision to
revoke the Internal Revenue Service's sanction
against giving tax-exempt status to racially
segregated schools. Remember how Ronnie claimed the sanction had no basis in law, despite a 1971
Supreme Court ruling that the IRS was legally entitled to impose such sanctions?
And who could forget Reagan's attempt to
have ketchup classified as a vegetable for school
lunches. The list of the Gipper's gaffes is endless,

but the best of the worst can now be yours. These
books are sure to provide endless hours of reading
enjoyment and entertainment.
• Dolls of all shapes and sizes are always a
popular gift idea, and this year is certainly no exception. Ken and Barbie are back in a new playset
titled Ken and Barbie's Poorhouse. This year Ken
is out of work and the couple is hard-pressed) to
make ends meet. Ken comes with stacks of welfare
papers and unemployment benefit forms to fill
out, as well as a case of Budweiser beer to drown
his frustrations.
Barbie comes with books of food stamps and her
own case of Budweiser Light. The poorhouse itself
is an off-white mobile home that comes equipped
with cinder block front steps and an outside TV
antenna made of coat hangers and aluminum foil.
• There's also a new doll on the market. Mr.
Rigid is an insensitive, narrow-minded employment office bureaucrat. Kids can have hours of fun
with Ken and Mr. Rigid, pretending that Mr. Rigid
refuses to see Ken after he has waited for four
hours in an unemployment line. That Ken — he
lost his waiting number.
Well, that's just a sample of some of the hottest
new gift items available this Christmas. Have fun
shopping and remember, it is better to give than
receive. Keep repeating that to yourself when you
sec this season's pieces. If that doesn't calm you
down, try a Valium.
Geoff Wolfe is a senior majoring in English and
anthropology.
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Readers' Forum
Greek
parties:
Why the
ABC threat?

To the editor:
Articles in The Breeze about ticket selling for
alcohol at Greek parties need clarification.
I transferred here from Randolph-Macon
Woman's College two years ago. Most of our
social life was at Washington and Lee University.
All Washington and Lee fraternities are located off
campus and the cost of their parties are included in
dues. The parties are free and it is easy to go from
one to another.
The Nov. 18 issue of The Breeze states that
"because of a raid on an off-campus Washingtonand Lee fraternity party last month, which resulted
in six-arrests, the (Alcoholic Beverage Control) law
will be enforced."
1 can understand the complaints of the residents,
as there are several fraternity houses located in the
town of Lexington. But what were these people arrested for? It could have been anything from illegal
substances to indecent exposure.
Most JMU Greeks are housed on campus by the
university. Ticket sales cover the cost of beer and
allow the fraternity or sorority to more easily control the number of people at each party.
Greek parties here are not money-making
events; the university has standards to keep parties

controlled; and Greeks are not dispersed
throughout the community to bother city
residents. What is the connection between JMU
Greeks and the situation at Washington and Lee?
We are a small percentage on this campus, and
there often are complaints that Greeks don't mix
enough with non-Greeks. If we are not allowed to
have open parties with other campus members,
how are we to associate with them?
The Breeze stated that "with statewide attention
being focused on tougher drunken driving laws,
the public is more aware of ABC violations and is
reporting them."
What has selling tickets to parties within walking
distance have to do with drunken driving laws? If
Greeks are isolated, people are going to drive to
other establishments that sell alcohol which will
result in more drunken driving charges.
I am sure that I speak for my fellow Greeks
when I say that I fail to see the connection between
the precedent setting Washington and Lee incident, and JMU Greeks.
Katharine Bell,
assistant social chairman
Sigma Kappa sorority
....

The hunt: Readers take aim
Editor's note: The following
letters are ia response to Jill
Howard's editorial, "Hunting; No sport in squeeze of
a trigger," whkh appeared
la The Breeze Dec. 2. They
were edited to avoid repetition.
To the editor:
As managing editor of
The Breeze, Jill Howard
should take the responsibility to write editorials on subjects in which she's
educated.
Hunting is indeed a sport,
and a very fair one. If either
side has an advantage, it
would clearly be the game
being hunted. The hunter is
in unknown territory but the
animal knows every tree,
bush and rock in the area.
In a study done by the
Wisconsin Fish and Game
Department, 29 white-tailed
deer were released in a fenced square-mile of typical
deer country. Eleven experienced hunters hunted
there, which would seem to
improve their chances
tremendously. But even
with "electronic scopes,
chemical scents, camouflage
and high-powered rifles," it
was four days before any
hunter saw a deer.
As a hunter and an
animal lover, I resent being
called a murderer —
especially by someone who
does not know what she is
talking about.
Mark Daniel

Eller obeying
a higher law
To the editor.
>
A letter from Dara Jennings (The Breeze Dec. 2)
stated that our country has separation of church and
state, and that the government — not God — makes.
llwl
**This
-is

I am a biology major and
probably appreciate nature
more than most people
reading this. I am also a
hunter licensed in Virginia
and have good reasons for
deer hunting.
Have you ever seen a starving animal that is sick and
or diseased? What about a
fawn bleating because it
can't get milk from it's
mother, or a deer eating
completely unnutritional
bark and pine needles
because there is nothing
else? I have, and it's a
pitiful sight.
I believe it is much more
humane to shoot an animal
than to force it to starve to
death. Don't cry the next
time you see a deer strapped
on top of a car. He is being
done a favor in the long run.
David Gariow
Have you ever eaten a
cheeseburger, Jill? A hot
dog? Steak? Lamb chops?
My God, Jill, you're an accessory to MURDER! And
you
ATE
THE

EVIDENCE! Can you see
how silly this is?
Quentin Stifel
Do you really feel sorry
for the cow that goes into
your McDonald's hamburger and for the turkey
your dad carves at
Thanksgiving, Jill? I would
be very surprised if you
could answer yes. Saying
that killing an animal is
wrong but eating a
murdered animal is right, is
like saying that stealing is
wrong but receiving stolen
goods is OK. The result is a
hypocritical stand that
reveals the author's shortcomings.
Furthermore, your comparison of killing animals to
killing humans is absurd.
Anyone with a realistic
perception of life would
never make this comparison.
I suggest that The Breeze
staff refrain from commenting so strongly on subjects
until the staff is more informed and objective.
David Laos

true; but if a person w-«
believes ^
his «w
first
allegiance is to God and that God's laws are higher
than the laws of the U.S., then he should obey God
when his faith conflicts with the state.
Jennings writes that Enten Eller has denied his
obligation to defend the society which "gives him the
freedom to believe as he does." Although religious
freedom is severely limited in some countries, no
government can take away a person's beliefs. Deeply
religious people are willing to suffer and, if necessary,
to die for their faith.
She writes, "If this were Russia, Mr. Eller, you
wouldn't be allowed your religion." But Eller's
religion is not allowed in the United Slates. If it were
he would not be on trial. Eller's religious beliefs do not
allow him to cooperate with the government in war or
in preparation for war.
What is the Christian's responsibility to the state?
Whenever possible a Christian should, be a model
citizen. But when the state demands that he do
something whkh he views as contrary to the will of
God, then he must obey God rather than man.
The Christian is not responsible for maintaining or
preserving any earthly government or society — the
state will take care of itself. The Christian is responsible for living by the princioles of the Kingdom of God.
Total obedience is rendered only to God. Obedience to
the state is qualified by the morality of laws.
Those who disobey the law for conscience sake must
be willing to accept the consequences. Eller has not
tried to escape punishment and has refused legal tactics that may have made it easier for him.
Whether or not one agrees with Eller's decision, I
hope we can all agree that a person should seek to obey
his or her own conscience.
John Copenhaver,
Campus Minister
The Wesley Foundation

JIFFY 66 & MARKET
This it our last Ml for tkb year. We at Jiffy hope you have a Merry
Chriitnas and a Happy New Year. We wll be looklnf for you all next
year.
Busch & Old Min light & regular
Bud 12 pack..
Mlchelob.
Molson
Helneken
i(4?ld Milllono, necks
WSIch long ne^ks
Sttoh's hopmerbottjea
h 1 / zk«
MIII1/2*eg
Old Mill 1/4keg
Other kegs
reunion mmm*
tSecki accepted

Man
does not
live by bread
alone!

.$1.99
$4.59
..$2.75
..$3.09
$3.59
. .$6.99 plus deposit
. .$8.09 plus deposit
..$8.99 plus deposit

$27.95
$25.95
$15.95
433-S559
HI

■ Ji

Good Luck On Exams
and

H»ve A Happy Holiday
Season
from your hiend$ at

Tke Batty Slcap

60 West Water Street
Harrlsonburg, Va.
4347647

Keep up with JMU news,
features and sports by
subscribing to

For 26 spring semester issues,
mail $6.50 with your name and
address to:
The Breeze
Communication arts department
James Madison University
Hanisonburg, VA 22807
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Don't miss an issue!
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Hours: Mon.-Sat.: 8:00 ani- 1:00 a.rrt.
Sunday: 10:00'krr> 1:00 a.m. J*
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Read all about it!
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Applications %for The Breeze
staff positions of

Editor
Managing editor
Business manager
are now being accepted. Positions will be in effect from
mid-March 1983 to mid-March
1984.
Those interested in applying
should contact Chris Kouba,
The Breeze editor, for job
descriptions and application
requirements and procedures.
Applications will be accepted
through Wednesday, Jan. 26,
1983.
y
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